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Winter weather safety Things to remember about ice
* There is no such
thing as a little ice.
Have an escape plan
ready before you take
off, and use your “out”
at the first sign of ice.
* Turn the pitot tube on
briefly during preflight
and feel it to be sure it
is working. Have it on
well before entering the
clouds or reaching
freezing temperatures.
* Icing is very common
over mountainous areas because of the lifting action and in the
lee of the Great Lakes
because of abundant
moisture.
Use extra
caution in these areas
and remember that alternate airports with
instrument approaches
may be scarce in the
mountains.
* When there is a
chance of ice, be sure
that you can reach
temperatures warmer
1

than freezing, either
above or below your
altitude, or in clear air,
within the performance
of your aircraft.
* If you are topping
clouds to stay out of
the ice, remember that
the “tops” become
higher near the low
pressure center.
* If you are flying an
aircraft equipped with
deicing boots, it is a
good idea to cycle
them periodically, even
when ice is not expected. This keeps the
valves in the pneumatic system from
sticking.
* If climbing above a
freezing layer, don't
climb at a steep angle
of attack. This can allow ice to form on the
underside of the wing,
which quickly degrades
performance.
*

When

considering

PIREPs for ice encounters, remember that
aircraft of different
sizes and wing shapes
accumulate ice very
differently.
Look for
reports on aircraft
types similar to yours.
* A zero flap or partial
flap landing may be
best when landing with
a load of ice.
Use
higher than normal approach speeds. Consult your airplane flight
manual.
OTHER THINGS TO
REMEMBER IN GENERAL ABOUT WINTER FLYING
Flight instruments need
some extra time to
spin-up when they are
cold.
Be sure the
cockpit is warmed up
and the gyros are up to
speed before takeoff.
From the FAAs Safety
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H y d r au l i c
gear
plans
Hydraulic Gear Plans
are now available from
Osprey Aircraft. Contact George for more
information or pricing!
One side effect is that
the tail sits higher because the main gear is
moved one inch outboard and lengthened
one inch, which making the plane sit more
level.
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More on GLUE
“UNDERSTANDING AND USING T-88”
Submitted by Matt Shepardson

In the last issue of the newsletter, the use of epoxy was discussed—concentrating on using
FPL-16A and what the GP-4
plans discuss for epoxy use.
This month, we are going to take
a closer look at T-88, a structural epoxy made by System
Three Resins, Inc., of Auburn,
WA.
T-88 is a two component structural adhesive. It is mixed, by
volume, at a ratio of 1 part resin
to 1 part hardener. It can also
be mixed by weight, 100 parts
resin to 83 parts hardener. One
of the nice properties of T-88 is
that it has a reasonably long
working time—40 to 60 minutes
at 77F. A good rule of thumb is
45 minutes at 70F. It will cure in
any thickness without shrinkage
and when fully cured, is unaffected by water, oil, gasoline
and many chemicals—and is
immune to fungus and rot.
Something to remember when
mixing T-88, or any epoxy for
that matter, is mixing accurate
amounts of both resin and hardener. However, if you were to
err on the ratio, it is better to err
on the side of too much resin
than hardener.
For System
Three’s normal resin line, there
is a safety factor in the mix ratios. It is tolerant to approximately 20 percent excess resin
and tolerant only to about 10
2

percent excess hardener. Excess hardener will NOT expedite
cure time--only degrade it.
T-88 hardens in approx. 6-8
hours and reaches functional
strength in 24 hours. It is also
temperature tolerant in the workshop. It will cure as low as
35F—but will take approx. one

week to do so. Below about 70
degrees, the epoxy will not flow
nearly as well, which might affect wetting out a joint.
One of the greatest assets available concerning this epoxy is
System Three’s technical support department. When I first
started gluing up my fuselage
sides recently, I had some questions about use and technique. I
started by looking on their website at www.systemthree.com
(Access to most of their literature and MSDS requires you to
create a member profile, however, there is no cost.) There is
a large amount of good info on
their epoxy systems contained in
their company book titled “The
Epoxy Book.” It’s available from
the website at no charge as a
PDF download in their Tech.

Data Sheets section. Another
excellent reference on the website is PDF files on their product
line, including one titled “System
Three T-88 Structural Epoxy Adhesive,” which is also printed
after this article.
I also took the opportunity to
speak with their tech folks. They
can be reached at 253-3338118. They took the time to answer every one of the questions
I had concerning T-88 and how
to use it, which I have tried to
incorporate in this article. Nice
folks—very patient considering I
have never used epoxy prior to
starting the GP-4.
Let’s discuss using T-88. First
of all is safety. The Epoxy Book
makes a very good recommendation: Work in a throwaway
mode.
That means gloves,
brushes, mixing cups, etc. No
time to worry about cleaning up
disposable items. You should
ALWAYS use some kind of barrier/protection for your hands. I
personally use latex gloves.
Also recommended is eye protection as hardener is considered a corrosive agent.
I know that many folks have
many different techniques to do
the same thing, but the intent of
this article is to provide a starting point. Discussion in the
newsletter and thru the online
media is a great way to let others know what alternatives are
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out there which aren’t discussed
here.
I mix small batches in small
plastic medicine cups. I purchased them at a local Medical
Supply store for about $1.50 for
100 cups. They have accurate
graduations on the side for
measuring medicine in drams,
ml, etc. On the advice of another GP-4 builder, I also purchased a couple palate knives
from an Art Supply store. Mixing
instructions say to mix for
approx. 1 minute until all streaks
are gone from the batch. It is
important to get in the habit of
frequently scraping all the epoxy
off the sides and folding it back
into the pot. If not thoroughly
mixed off the sides, you may
upset the ratio.
The palate
knives do a great job of mixing
and can be used to apply glue
into the joints. T-88 is easily
cleaned up with vinegar prior to
the gel phase ending, so you
have a couple of hours to clean
the palate knife up after your
glue-up is finished.
One of the first important points
is that the joint must be thoroughly wet out. Both sides of a
joint should be coated with T-88.
Sitka spruce will draw in a bunch
of epoxy. Therefore, it is wise to
apply the T-88, wait a couple
minutes, and reapply—
especially to end grain. I can
attest by personal experience
that not doing so will result in a
dry joint!!!
For joints and small areas, I
have had good luck using acid
brushes to apply the T-88.
These are the small black bristled brushed with aluminum han3
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dles. Allows you to get into tight
areas and also holds enough
glue to cover a joint. For the
spars, I have heard that System
Three’s 2 cartridge caulking
guns work well to apply the epoxy fast enough for that large a
lay-up.
Hopefully someone
that’s been there might shed
some light about gluing up spars
on the yahoo group.
I make up test blocks during
each gluing session.
I take
some of the scrap pieces
(something I have had an ample
supply of since the first cut was
made!!!) and cut them into small
strips, about 3/16 thick and a
couple of inches long. Using
three pieces, I apply glue to the
inside of two pieces and to both
sides of the third. Place the
piece covered on both sides in
the middle and the other two on
the outsides. Align so that the
middle piece extends out some
from the outside pieces—that
way, you can place the test
block on something hard and hit
it with a hammer to determine if
the failure occurs in the wood or
in the glue joint. A couple per
gluing session should be adequate. Use one for your own
destructive testing and occasionally save one for when an
EAA Tech. Counselor drops by
to inspect your progress.
When I spoke to George about
glue-ups, he mentioned that
Flox can be added to the mix
since T-88 tends to settle in a
joint. It is ground up cotton and
will keep T-88 from vertically
settling. The Epoxy Book covers some other types of filler,
however, I have not experi-

mented with any of them.
By mixing small batches, you
use up the epoxy fast enough so
that it doesn’t set up in the cup.
As I assembled the fuselage
sides, I went from joint cluster to
joint cluster and also securely
braced the pieces as I went. I
found that using 4D Finish nails
to hold down the hold blocks is
much quicker and accurate than
using screws to fasten them to
the table. It is important to have
a good supply of hold blocks
and cam blocks on hand. I
found some split when hammering down to the table and I could
have used more on each glueup.
As others have mentioned before, it is important to have all
your tools, materials and epoxy
ready to go. Even though you
have a descent window to work
in, once it sets up, that pot is
done. T-88 is not difficult to
work with. It does require some
understanding and technique to
use to its fullest.
And as a final note, for those of
you who like value, System
Three has a rebate offer. If you
purchased over $10 of System
Three products since June 1,
2003 ($25 if since Oct 31st), you
can go to their rebate section at
http://www.systemthree.com/
members/rebates.asp Print out
the PDF form, fill out and send
with a copy of your purchase
receipt.

T-88 Technical Data Sheets Follow
on pages 4, 5, 6
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GEORGE’s corner
BY George Pereira

easy to fit into #6 AN fittings,
using a good 37 degree flaring
tool. You can save a lot of
money if you make up your own
hoses. You should use a mandrel tool when using stratoflex or
aeroquip hoses. This tool keeps
the neoprene hose interior from
getting cut, which can stop or
restrict fuel flow. Wicks have
the mandrels in different hose
sizes. (P/N M2701-3H through 10H)
Fellow GP-4 Builders:
After receiving Elton's first GP-4
Newsletter I found it interesting
and informative. It could be
more so if you builders continue
to send Elton photos and progress reports. Your failures and
building problems are also welcome as it gives me a chance to
address them either to you or in
our newsletter.
It looks like Jim Christian is doing some nice work. His concern on changing the landing
gear for a more level stance is
done automatically when using
the hydraulic gear plans. The
main gear is moved one inch
outboard and lengthened one
inch. This raises the tail considerably higher.
Metal Parts:
As you may know, Raymond
Beazley is now fabricating most
of the metal parts. If you decide
to use his services, it may affect
how you order your steel 4120
tubing. Raymond has all the
stock on hand. The same is true
of fiberglass for the cowling and
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Bob Ringer does a beautiful job
on the GP-4 cowlings. (See
newsletter classified.)

Fuel System:
I can't stress enough the importance of a reliable fuel system.
My prototype has served me
well since 1983, and some 900
flight hours. It's so important to
use reliable AN hardware
throughout your fuel system.
Don't compromise and use auto
type fittings and copper lines.
The 3/8" OD aluminum lines are

I recommend using fire shield
hose covers on all plumbing on
the engine side of the fire wall.
You should have one inch blast
tubes that come off the rear engine
baffle
aimed at the
engine driven
fuel
pumps
and fuel filter.
The drawing
herewith
shows an alternate way of
securing the
fuel
valve
handle to the
valve stem on
the weatherhead valve.
There should
be no play in
the 7/16" X .065 tube to the
valve stem. The two rivets will
stop any play so the handle will
detent into whatever tank selection you rotate the handle to.
Regards to all,
George
(See Drawing Next Page)
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B U I L d e r ’ s u p dat e
S T E C 3 0 AU TO P I LOT I N S TA L L AT I O N
by Jim Simmons
(The pictures in this article are of
Jim’s gorgeous aircraft—Ed)

After deciding to construct my
GP4, which we all know is a
fine, fast, cross country airplane,
I also decided that I would equip
mine for IFR. Additionally, I debated with the prospect of installing an autopilot. My autopilot research drew me to the
STEC System 30 autopilot system. This system provides full
roll axis autopilot functions as
well as an altitude hold function.
The primary system is housed
within its own turn coordinator
and doesn’t take any additional
panel space, which is premium
in a GP4. My limited knowledge
of autopilots included the fact
that autopilot systems need to
be ‘tuned’ to match the performance characteristics of the particular aircraft.
While at Oshkosh 2001, I met
with Jackie Yoder, who had built
a GP4 (named Cotton Candy)
and successfully installed an
STEC 50 autopilot. Jackie was
nice enough to explain the installation options he selected
and the trials and tribulations he
encountered in tuning the sys9

tem. Since he knew of no one
who had previously installed an
autopilot, Jackie selected an STEC System 50 as it would be
configured for a Glasair III.
Jackie believed that this package
would
most
closely match his GP4
performance.

transducer.
Jackie placed a
static port on each side of the aft
fuselage, teed them together,
and connected the pitch transducer as close as possible to the
tee.

Jackie installed the
STEC 50 and had no
issues with roll performance.
However, he did encounter major problems with pitch oscillations which required multiple
changes.

Armed with the great feedback
from Jackie, I was then able to
meet in Oshkosh with Butch
Nimmo, Asst. Mgr. of Customer
Service and Product Support for
STEC. After explaining all of the
above details from Jackie
Yoder’s installation issues to
Butch, and then stating that I
wished to install an STEC System 30, clearly I would need his
help in ordering the correct solution. I was very fortunate that
Butch took the time to listen to
my questions and he was highly
supportive and responsive in my
quest for answers.

The three changes which were
required to resolve the pitch
problems were:

1. The pitch servo incorporated
a bridle cable attachment for the
pitch control. Jackie determined
that he needed to greatly reduce
the travel of the pitch servo and
he achieved this by reconfiguring the cable for the pitch control
around a pulley attached to the
pitch control rod, then fastened
this to a deadhead on the fuselage frame. This reconfiguration
effectively cut the travel in half
and resulted in a major improvement.

2. Jackie originally had the
pitch transducer attached to the
line from his static sensor which
was part of a combination pitot/
static sensor under his right
wing. Jackie theorized that the
long run of the static line created
delayed sensing for the pitch

3. Lastly, Jackie worked with his
local avionics shop and STEC
and they created an electrical
gain change that was incorporated in the pitch computer.

After Oshkosh, further communications occurred between myself, Jackie and Butch. The end
result was a highly customized
order for my GP4. This included
a servo which functioned at half
the speed of Jackie’s as well as
factory installed pitch gain resistors to match Jackie’s system.
The STEC System 30 and its
installation package include all
of the necessary electronic components (Turn Coordinator with
built in autopilot, pitch servo, roll
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servo, pitch computer, pitch
transducer and miscellaneous
switches and hardware). The
roll servo is connected to the
aileron control linkage via a
short push/pull tube. The pitch
servo is connected to the elevator control system via a bridle
cable system. The bridle cable
attachment was highly recommended for the elevator system
by STEC. The customer (me)
specifies the required cable
lengths for all interconnecting
cables and STEC pre fabricates
all cables.
The only mechanical fabrication
necessary for the installation is
to create the locations and the
mounting brackets for the roll
and pitch servos.
I had opted to install a Garmin
430 GPS/NAV/COM System as
my primary avionics device.
Since the Garmin 430 provides
roll steering commands for interfacing with the autopilot, I also
opted for the STEC GPSS converter. This provides complete
steering capabilities from the
430 to the autopilot. I also have
incorporated a heading bug in
my DG which provides another
source for autopilot control. See
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the attached STEC illustration.

Butch, the gain resister changes
installed in the factory and the
suggestions from Jackie about
pitot static system improvements were right on the mark.
This system tracks courses
and holds altitude (including in
moderate turbulence) better
than I can ‘hand fly’ the aircraft. I am very pleased to
report that I am completely
satisfied with its performance.

During the test flying of my GP4,
I turned on the autopilot and the
roll functions worked perfectly.
When I engaged the altitude
hold function, the GP4 would
either dive, and increase its
pressure to dive; or climb, and
increase its pressure to climb.
This is a clear indication the
servo is wired backwards. This
is very common since the mechanical installation of these devices is easily reversible. I contacted STEC and they informed
me of the 4 wires which simply
needed to be reversed within the
pitch servo connector. I performed the rewiring and returned
to the air. To my great satisfaction and amazement, the system
worked perfectly! Not one iota
of fine tuning was required. The
servo choices suggested by

The cost of the STEC System
30 is approx. $5,000, installation
package is approx. $600 and the
GPSS converter was $950. I
fully realize that there are less
expensive solutions on the market and I am only writing to inform GP4 builders of one possible autopilot option which works
very well.

(See STEC
page)

illustration

Next
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The installation is very detailed but
straight forward. If someone is interested in duplicating this installation, feel free to contact me and I’ll
provide you with the specific part
numbers and modifications which
are required for a similar installation.
This article reflects my personal
experience with STEC sales and
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support, and with excellent, detailed feedback provided by the
late, Jackie Yoder. I will forever
be thankful to Jackie for making
my autopilot installation a complete success.

•

Jim Simmons reports that as of
early January, he has flown off
his 25 hours and he is now free
to see the country.

•

Lynn, gp4lynn@aol.com, reports a First Flight on December 31, 2003. Lynn stayed in
the pattern with the gear down,
and the plane flew just fine.

•

John Evans, New Zealand, reports a First Flight on February
13, 2004 in his Subaru EG33
powered GP-4.
The flight
lasted 25 minutes and was carried out with all gear doors removed and the gear down; and
the propeller, a four blade electric constant speed was kept in
fine pitch. All went well with no
trim corrections required.

Jim Simmons
295 Contour Drive
Cheshire, CT 06410-2104
Tel. No: (203) 272-9346
Email: jsimmons619@aol.com

HARTZELL PROPELLER /
SPINNER ASSEMBLY
The recommended Constant Speed propeller and spinner assembly that mates with the cowling fabricated by Bob Ringer is available from Osprey Aircraft at considerable savings. These are
new components recommended by Hartzell engineers. Contact
George for price quotes.
11

congratulations

Aircraft & flying regulations
With builders / readers in so
many different countries
around the world, I thought it
might be interesting to compare the rules and regulations
that govern building and flying.
In this issue, Bob Ringer from
Hubley, Nova Scotia, Canada
tells us about Canadian Homebuilt Aircraft Inspection Requirements—Ed
The ongoing inspections during
the building process and final
approval for flight for builders of
homebuilt aircraft in Canada
has been delegated by Transport Canada (equivalent to FAA
in the United States) to a Company in London, Ontario called
Minister’s Delegates - Recreational Aviation (MD-RA).
They have on staff, in strategic
areas across Canada, persons
who have,
through building
their own aircraft and through
additional training,
become
qualified to inspect homebuilt
aircraft during the building process to ensure proper aviation
techniques and quality of work
is being maintained to ensure
an airworthy final product.
As a rule of thumb no enclosed
area of the homebuilt project
can be closed without an inspection. Examples would be
vertical fin, rudder, elevators,
wooden box spars, etc. When
these areas have been examined and the work has been approved, the builder is issued a
letter certifying their efforts to
that point.
Areas that can be viewed such
as inside the main fuselage
need not be inspected prior to
12

the final inspection
granting flight authority.
1. The first step in the
building process is to
file a “Letter of Intent
to Build” with MD-RA.
2. If it is a kit and on
Transport Canada’s
approved list of 51%
kits no further action is
required until first inspection. If it is not on
the list you must submit forms with enough
detail to prove you will
be fabricating 51% of
the finished aircraft. If
it is plans built, such
as the GP4, it is assumed you will be
building at least 51%,
so again no further
action until first inspection.
3. In addition to ongoing inspections prior to
closing an area, there
is a pre-covering or
pre-painting
inspection.
4. Final inspection is
at the airport after all
run ups, taxi test, etc.
are completed and the
builder is ready to test
fly his creation. Permission is given for one flight,
and if the builder and the airplane survive this phase, a permit is issued to fly off the remaining qualifying hours and
the file is turned over to Transport
Canada and remains
with them throughout the life of
the aircraft.

the inspections and the builder
also pays mileage for the Inspector to travel to his building
site.

5. There is a fee schedule for

Hubley, Nova Scotia, Canada

Further information is available
at www.md-ra.com .
Bob Ringer

Laughter—the best medicine
Well—to start out with ……..
The pilot was sitting in his
seat and pulled out a .38 revolver. He placed it on top of
the instrument panel, and
then asked the navigator, "Do
you know what I use this
for?"
The navigator replied timidly,
"No, what's it for?"
The pilot responded, "I use
this on navigators who get
me lost!"
The navigator proceeded to
pull out a .45 and place it on
his chart table.

☺

A Flight attendant heard the
lady crying and walked over to
console her.

"Flight 2341, turn right 45 degrees for noise abatement."

Flight Attendant: Ma'am, may I
get something for you? Coffee,
tea, milk, or a banana for your
monkey?

"But Center, we are at 35,000
feet. How much noise can we
make up here?"
"Sir, have you ever heard the
noise a 747 makes when it
hits a 727?"

☺
ATC: "N123YZ, say altitude."
N123YZ: "ALTITUDE!"

The pilot asked, "What's that
for?"

ATC: "N123YZ, say airspeed."
N123YZ:

Did you ever?
A student became lost during
a solo cross-country flight.
While attempting to locate the
aircraft on radar, ATC asked,
"What was your last known
position?"
Student: "When I was number
one for takeoff."

☺

"To be honest sir," the navigator replied, "I'll know we're
lost before you will."

ATC: "N123YZ, say cancel IFR.

Finally …..

☺

N123YZ: "Eight thousand feet,
one hundred fifty knots indicated."

There's a story about the military pilot calling for a priority
landing because his singleengine jet fighter was running
"a bit peaked."

Wouldn’t you know it …..
Taxiing down the tarmac, the
757 abruptly stopped, turned
around and returned to the
gate. After an hour-long wait,
it finally took off.
A concerned passenger
asked the flight attendant,
"What was the problem?"
"The pilot was bothered by a
noise he heard in the engine," explained the flight attendant, "And it took us a
while to find a new pilot."
13

"AIRSPEED!"

☺

☺
A new mother boarded the airplane with her little infant. Very
proudly gracing her way to her
seat...and settling in.. she uncovers the infant's head..
The passenger
her said, 'Lady,
est baby I've
LOOKS JUST
KEY!'

seated next to
that is the ugliever seen, IT
LIKE A MON-

The new mother became extremely upset and started crying...

Air Traffic Control told the
fighter jock that he was number two behind a B-52 that
had one engine shut down.
"Ah," the pilot remarked, "the
dreaded seven-engine
approach.”

☺

GALLERY

Control stick by Wayne
Tomkins of Australia

Control stick by Wayne
Tomkins of Australia

Elevator Torque Tube by
Wayne Tomkins of Australia

Rudder Counter Weight by
Wayne Tomkins of Australia

New builder Matt Shepardson of Colorado

Matt’s 2 & 3.5 year olds
approve of the cockpit size

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhh
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I want one !!!

CONTACT INFORMATION
Newsletter:
Elton Cultice
800 Geron Drive
Springfield, Ohio 45505-2812
gp4@woh.rr.com
Website:
www.ospreyaircraft.com
George Pereira
Osprey Aircraft
3741 El Ricon Way
Sacramento, CA 95864
Ph: 916.483.3004
Fax: 916.978.9813
E-mail: info@ospreyaircraft.com
Yahoo Group at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GP-4/

CLASSIFIEDS
For Sale:
Pre-fabricated composite components
for the GP-4. Cowling, Exhaust Blisters, Inlet Ramps, and Tailcones. Individual parts or complete package available.
Cowls are constructed with West System Pro Set 125 Resin and 225 Hardener. They are hand lay-ups of 4 layers
of 6 ounce cloth, and 2 layers of 10
ounce cloth.
I get great discounts on shipping and I
pay for the packaging. For current pricing, please call or e-mail: Bob Ringer—
Halifax, Canada.
Phone: 902-876-2871.

and Bob is a GP-4 builder himself.)

For Sale:
Quality custom fabricated metal components for the GP-4. State of the art
equipment used by a certified welder to
construct parts on the jigs obtained
from Darry Capps. A complete price
list is available from: Raymond Beazley,
Dartmouth, Canada.
Phone: 902-465-6141
Cell: 902-497-4187
E-mail: ray1beazley@accesswave.ca
(Raymond has all the material on hand,
so you may need to adjust your materials order, contact Ray for more info).

Cell: 902-483-4611.
E-mail: bobringer@eastlink.ca
(Bob has all of Jake Jackson’s molds so
everything fits the firewall when using
the recommended engine and prop;
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Both Bob and Raymond are recommended by Osprey Aircraft.
Contact
Bob, Raymond, or George for more
info.

Newsletter
back-issues
I now have in my possession copies of all the past
issues of the newsletter, from GP4BFN1 to present
day.
Thank you very much to one of our readers.
I have been experimenting with different methods of
delivery and here’s what I have learned so far….
•

•

The files would be too large to be placed on the
yahoo group site or to be e-mailed around. Might
be ok if you are on a high speed connection
(cable, dsl, etc)
There are a minimum of 336 pages to copy if we
were to copy them - it appears all previous newsletters were black & white, and 336 assumes 8
copies per newsletter.

I am open to ideas and suggestions, but I’m thinking
that burning CDs and including them with the next
newsletter might be a good route. CDRs are inexpensive, and wouldn’t add anything to the mailing cost
of the newsletter. After this newsletter gets into the
mail, I’ll start vigorously working on scanning them.
I will also go ahead and run one copy off at the local
copy shop just to see what it would cost if anyone
wants them hardcopy.
Elton
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DID YOU KNOW
The gorgeous aircraft above belongs to John
Reinhart. John received his airworthiness certificate in June 03.
In the two photos below, George is the pilot, Mike
Traud, another builder/flyer, is the passenger, and
the photographer was John. John was flying with
Jake Jackson. (Jake’s hangar being just around the
corner from George’s).
John gives away a free CD with all his construction
photos and a lot of photos of Darry's , George's, and
Jakes. E-mail John at cjr1@us.ibm.com

